Director: David O. Russel
Starring: Christian Bale, Amy Adams, Jennifer
Lawrence, Bradley Cooper and Jeremy
Renner.
Lead Hair Designer: Katherine Gordon
Holly Reed

Irving Rosenfeld appears to be a simple man
with an elaborate comb-over. A New Jersey
native, Irving is a family man with a string of dry
cleaners. But there’s more to Irving—and just like
his hair, his secret life is an intricate weave of
deception and desperation.
American Hustle is directed by David O. Russell
who also co-wrote the screenplay with Eric
Singer. If Russell has anything to say with his film,
it seems to be that morality is fluid and hair is a
metaphor. It’s obvious from the beginning that
Russel values collaboration with good actors, but
it may take longer to realize this character drama
is only masquerading as a heist film.
Loosely based on a 1970s political scandal,
American Hustle follows Irving (Christian
Bale), a con man and dealer in fake art. Irving
balances a double life; attending his legitimate

businesses and family as well as running cons
with his partner and lover, Sydney (Amy Adams).
But things spiral out of control when FBI agent
Richie DiMaso (Bradley Cooper) compels Irving
and Sydney to help him nab four other cons in
exchange for their immunity. Soon Richie’s greed
pushes the trio into deeper waters where the
marks are not guppies, but creatures who bite
back.
Russel establishes his doubts about moral
absolutism early on. As narrator, Irving’s first line
is, “Did you ever have to find a way to survive,
and you knew your choices were bad?”
Irving has always been content to scam a few
thousand at a time from those Sydney aptly
describes as “at the bottom” and he balks at
Richie’s greed in widening his sting. Instead of
just preying on guys with gambling debts or
living beyond their means, Richie’s trap aims

to bring down not only dirty senators, but the
popular mayor of Camden, Carmine Polito
(Jeremy Renner). Carmine’s morality is someting
Irving can relate to. Sure, he’s willing to give and
take bribes, but only in the hope of providing
economic opportunities for his constituents.
This distinction is a subtlety lost on Richie in his
rush to make a name for himself. At one point,
Irving takes a moment to point out a small
Rembrandt to Richie and tells him he knows the
painting is a fake. “The guy who made this was
so good,” he says, “that it’s real to everybody.
Now who’s the master? The painter or the
forger? That’s the way the world works,” he
tells Richie. “Not black and white, like you say.
Extremely grey.”
Russell’s characters continue this theme of grey
morality by turning their good guy/bad guy
roles on their heads. Richie is an ambitious FBI
agent, but only out to further his career. He
eagerly tosses aside his fiancé for a chance at
Sydney, threatens and even beats his boss, flies
into fits of rage, and repeatedly allows greed for
recognition to cloud his judgement. Meanwhile,
the criminals, Irving and Sydney, are the only
characters who seem concerned about the
welfare of those around them. They scheme
hard to minimize the damage to Carmine and
put their own relationship and freedom in
jeopardy for the sake of Irving’s son.
There’s no denying Russell has gathered an
impressive array of acting talent. Each of the key
players seems to have signed on to this film to

prove
they
have
more range than what their superhero franchise
roles have allowed. Christian Bale gained over
forty pounds for his role as a paunchy, middleaged Irving and even Adams breaks type by
playing a skin-flashing femme fatale. Fortunately,
the acting still holds up even if one disregards
the window dressings of weight gain, costuming,
and hairstyles.
Collaboration and improvisation drove Irving’s
crazy hair, and—according to interviews with
Russel—about one-third of the film’s scenes.
Many times, improvisation makes the film better.
One of the most chilling scenes relies solely on
Lawrence’s ability to convey instability through
gesture alone. After setting in motion a scheme
that could get Irving killed, Rosalyn dons yellow
latex gloves and begins dancing and cleaning to
Live and Let Die, all while their young son looks
on from the couch.
In a few scenes, however, improvisation seems
to have run away with logic. When Richie dials
his boss then repeatedly screams “Where are
you?” into the phone, the viewer is jerked out of
the moment to wonder why a caller in the precell phone era would ask this.
At other times, when the actors appear to be
following the script, the writing can be brilliant.
Irving describes his wife as “the Picasso of

Hairstyles play a key role
in the film. Sydney’s hair is
in disarray only when she’s
emotionally vulnerable.

passive-aggressive karate.” As a metaphor, it may
be mixed, but the description of her instability
is perfect. In another scene, Sydney tells Irving,
“You’re nothing to me until you’re everything,”
a line that underscores her moral position
and perfectly sums up their entire relationship
dilemma.
Like a good con, American Hustle dazzles the
eye with sequins and an excess of cleavage
that makes it difficult to realize Russel has
tricked us into watching a character drama,
not the adrenaline-fueled heist film the trailers
suggest. The characters, acting and set design
are compelling, but the storyline gives the
actual heist little attention. Most frustrating,
since this is a drama, is that the character arcs
are shallow. Only Irving seems changed by all
that has transpired, and even this is given minor

treatment. Lamenting his part in Carmine’s
downfall, he says, “The loss of his friendship
would haunt me the rest of my life,” but he
seems unphased as he walks away a free man,
not a hair out of place.

The Bottom Line
Pros: Great acting, interesting and developed
theme, a (mostly) authentic soundtrack, elaborate
costuming and set design.
Louis CK delights in a minor
role as DiMasso’s unfortunate
boss.
Cons: Plotting and suspense
one expects in a heist film
take a back seat to character
exploration and visuals.

